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The search is now on for the outstanding 
individuals and teams who make the 

greatest difference to our patients and 
hospital as we launch the first Chelsea 
and Westminster Star Awards.

Do you know a member of staff or a 
team who deserve recognition for their 
outstanding work?

Staff are invited to nominate colleagues in 
17 Staff Choice categories that incorporate 
frontline and behind-the-scenes staff alike 
with categories for everyone from doctors 
and nurses to volunteers and support 
workers—both clinical and non-clinical staff 
will be recognised.

Staff Choice categories are as follows:

• Healthcare Assistant of the Year
• Midwife of the Year
• Nurse of the Year
• Doctor of the Year
• Diagnostic and Allied Health Professional 

of the Year (eg therapists, dietitians, 
pharmacists, radiographers)

• ISS Mediclean Star of the Year
• Scientist of the Year (eg laboratory staff)
• Researcher of the Year
• Frontline Support Services Star of the 

Year (eg clinic clerks, receptionists)
• Behind the Scenes Support Services 

Star of the Year (eg HR staff, Finance 
staff)

• Manager of the Year

• Team of the Year
• Most Improved Department of the Year
• Volunteer of the Year
• Educator/Mentor of the Year
• Outstanding Leadership Award
• Improving the Patient Experience Award 

(teams/departments)

In addition, nominations from patients, 
relatives and anyone else with an interest 
in Chelsea and Westminster Hospital are 
invited for the Patient Choice Award. Any 
member of staff or team can be nominated, 
wherever they work in the Trust and 
whatever they do.

Our Governors—who include elected 
representatives of patients, members of 
the public and staff—are being invited to 
nominate staff for the Council of Governors 
Special Award.

Heather Lawrence, who leaves the Trust this 
summer after 12 years as Chief Executive, 
will be presenting the Chief Executive’s 
Special Award as a fitting conclusion to her 
time at Chelsea and Westminster.

The Chelsea and Westminster Star 
Awards have been made possible by a 
grant from Chelsea and Westminster 
Health Charity. They will culminate in a 
three-course meal and awards ceremony 
at Chelsea Football Club on Monday 
14 May—to which all staff shortlisted 
in each category will be invited with a 
colleague—when the winners of the first 
Star Awards will be announced.

• Please cut out and complete the 
nomination forms (Staf f Choice 
and Patient Choice) on the back 
page or alternatively you can fill 
out the online nomination form 
which is available on our website at 
www.chelwest.nhs.uk/star-awards—
the deadline for nominations is 3pm 
on Friday 23 March

Eye-catching art 
is a big feature of 
the new Chelsea 

Children’s Hospital—
see page 6 to find 

out more.

  Art 
attack!

Do you know a Chelsea and Westminster Star?
Nominations now open for first annual staff awards

‘Who do you think WE are?’
Staff and patients vote for values

Thank you to all staff, patients and 
everyone else who helped develop our 

values during the ‘Who do you think WE 
are?’ consultation campaign in February.

Our values will define what patients should 
expect from staff when they are cared 
for at Chelsea and Westminster and how 
staff can work together to provide the best 
possible patient experience.

As Trust News went to press more than 
700 people had voted for their top four 
values from a shortlist of 12 options drawn 
up after consultation with Governors—who 
include elected representatives of patients, 
members of the public and staff—and the 
Board of Directors.

Foundation Trust members and other key 
stakeholders including representatives of 

Kensington & Chelsea Local Involvement 
Network (LINk), our hospital Friends 
and Volunteers, and patient support 
groups took part in three focus groups 
to discuss the values in more depth.

And a representative sample of staff took 
part in six focus groups to explore the 
values and what they mean for us all in 
our everyday work.

The results of the consultation campaign 
will be analysed before being presented 
to the Board of Directors at their meeting 
on 29 March.

Our four values will be unveiled in the 
April/May issue of Trust News and 
launched publicly at the hospital Open 
Day on Saturday 12 May.



Quick bites

Queen’s Diamond 
Jubilee—Tuesday 5 June
There is an additional public holiday on 
Tuesday 5 June to mark the Queen’s 
Diamond Jubilee.

The Trust is following guidance from NHS 
Employers because Agenda for Change 
terms and conditions for NHS staff only 
make provision for eight public holidays 
as a contractual right—5 June is a ninth 
public holiday in 2012.

Key points to ensure that the Trust provides 
a safe and high quality service for patients 
on 5 June are as follows:

• 5 June will be a normal working day—we 
will run clinics and operating lists 

• Staff required to work on 5 June will be 
paid at plain time rates with a day off 
in lieu to be taken on a future date, to 
be agreed with their line manager

• Staff not required to work on 5 June can 
apply for annual leave

Details of services on 5 June will be 
publicised via local media and our website 
www.chelwest.nhs.uk nearer the time.

Directors’ Den
Staff whose applications are shortlisted in 
the Trust’s new Directors’ Den competition 
will have the chance to pitch their ideas to 
the Directors’ Den panel on 19 April.

The panel includes Chief Executive Heather 
Lawrence, Non-Executive Director Sir Geoff 
Mulcahy and Health Service Journal Editor 
Alastair McLellan.

Directors’ Den gives staff the opportunity 
to see their ideas become reality because 
the winning applicants will win funding 
to implement them with support from 
members of the Directors’ Den panel. 

Raising awareness of 
cervical cancer

Cervical cancer is a preventable disease 
and yet despite this, in the UK in 2010, 
20% of women did not take up their 
invitation for cervical screening.

In addition, only 50% of girls offered the 
Human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine in the 
catch-up programme have elected to have 
this potentially life-saving jab.

To help raise public awareness of the 
disease, Emma Mathurine (Macmillan 
Clinical Nurse Specialist Gynae-oncology) 
and Vanessa Lamb and Sue Ogden (Nurse 
Colposcopists) organised a stand in the 
hospital during Cervical Cancer Prevention 
Week (22—28 January).

They provided information about screening, 
the HPV vaccine, the symptoms and 
causes of cervical cancer and how it can 
be prevented.

They also had a bake sale and raised 
over £70 for the charity Jo’s Cervical 
Cancer Trust, which is the only UK charity 
dedicated to women and their families 
affected by cervical cancer and cervical 
abnormalities.

Heather’s view by Heather Lawrence, Chief Executive

As most, if not all, staff will be aware, 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital 

recently received an unannounced visit 
by the Care Quality Commission (CQC).

The assessors visited many wards in the 
hospital and reviewed a range of elements 
such as staff training and appraisal, the 
information provided to our patients, and 
the quality of audits conducted on the 
wards.

While there is no doubt that these areas of 
ward business are vital to ensuring patient 
safety and high quality care, assessors 
also spent time talking to patients in the 
areas they visited.

As Trust News was going to print we were 
yet to receive a detailed report from the 
CQC about their visit, but it is this part of 
their assessment—our patients’ views 
and opinions—which I will be particularly 
interested in.

We can conduct audits and run reports 
to find out how we’re performing in many 
areas of clinical practice, but it’s the 
patient stories and feedback which reveal 
how we’re doing in the areas of care which 
are arguably the most important.

Are our patients being treated with dignity 
and respect? Are their nutritional needs 
being met? Are we considering their social 
and emotional needs? Do they feel safe?

These are the parts of patient care which 
are difficult to measure, but they are so 
important to get right.

Recognising that the needs of each 
patient can be very different is just one 
of the ways we can achieve these aims. 
What works for one patient may not be 
right for another, so making sure that we 
don’t lose sight of the ‘person’ while they 
are in our care is vital.

I feel incredibly privileged to have 
the opportunity to work with so many 

talented and dedicated colleagues, so 
I’m particularly pleased we are launching 
the first ever Chelsea and Westminster 
Star Awards to recognise the hard work 
and dedication of our staff.

These awards are being supported by the 
Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity 
and you can find more details about how 
to nominate someone on the back page 
of this issue of Trust News.

I hope all staff will take the time to 
nominate colleagues who they feel 
deserve recognition. We are also giving 
patients the opportunity to get involved 
and there is a special category in which 
patients can nominate a member of staff 
for an award.

I would also like to take this opportunity to 
thank those staff, patients and members 
who responded so enthusiastically to our 
campaign to develop a set of four values 
for our hospital.

Whether you attended one of the focus 
groups or voted to give us your views, I 
am grateful that you took the time to let 
us know your thoughts. The results of the 
voting will be discussed at the Trust Board 
taking place on 29 March and a set of four 
values will be decided. 

This campaign will help to define not only 
who we are as an organisation, but also 
the qualities we should be striving for as 
individuals. I’m looking forward to seeing 
the results.

Web
watch

We tweeted live from our A&E 
Department on Saturday 4 February 

from 8pm–1am on the hospital Twitter 
feed @ChelwestFT about the events of 
the evening.

The aim of the event was to show what a 
typical night in A&E is like and highlight the 
hard work of our staff. It was a success, 
with members of the public actively 
contributing to the evening with questions 
and comments.

The snow kept a lot of people at home 
which resulted in a quieter evening than 
usual in A&E, but this enabled us to speak 
with staff members and provide more 
detail on our Twitter feed.

Thank you to A&E staff who supported 
this event which proved very popular with 
the public.

We will be at 56 Dean Street on 20 March 
from 1–5pm to tweet about what happens 
at one of the busiest sexual health clinics 
in the country.

If your department would like to take part 
in a Twitter event, please contact George 
Vasilopoulos (Web Communications & 
Graphic Design Manager) on x52767 or 
via Trust email.

Each month Infection Control Link Professionals (staff who are responsible for infection 
control in their areas of the Trust) conduct audits to track hand hygiene compliance.

     Stars of the month—100% compliance, January 2012

• Acute Assessment Unit
• Anne Stewart Ward
• Annie Zunz Ward
• Children’s A&E
• Children’s Dental
• ECG
• Edgar Horne Ward
• Endoscopy
• Eye Clinic

• Fracture Clinic
• John Hunter Clinic
• Josephine Barnes Ward
• Kobler Day Care
• Labour Ward
• LGF Outpatients
• Main Theatres
• Medical Day Unit
• Nell Gwynne Ward

• NICU
• Neptune Ward
• Outpatients 2
• Outpatients 4
• Phlebotomy
• Recovery
• Recovery (Paediatrics) 

 

Hand hygiene compliance, April 2010–January 2012

Hand hygiene watch

Target area—90% compliance or greater
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I was ambulanced into Chelsea and Westminster and stayed for 1 1 days. I was at first put in the acute ward which amazed me. My son offered to pay for a private room but I told him I could not possibly get better care, so I stayed there.

I had only ever been in a private room when in hospitals and I far preferred being in the acute ward at Chelsea and Westminster.

I was dazzled-still am-by the 

medical care I received and also 

by the kindness and patience of 

the catering staff. The food was 

hot and was just what I needed, 

with ample choice.

I remain a very, very grateful 

patient.

 -SC 

Patient Letter of the Month



T o say that no two days are the same 
for a Ward Sister is an understatement. 

From drug rounds to teaching and rosters 
to discharge planning, they have to manage 
just about everything that happens on their 
ward.

We spoke to Sian Davies, Ward Sister on 
Edgar Horne Ward to find out what a ‘typical’ 
day is like for her and discovered that, while 
it might look like it’s her who’s doing the 
caring, it’s actually the patients who keep 
her afloat.

8am

My day generally starts at 8am and the first 
task of the day is managing the handover of 
patients from the night staff. This is when 
the whole team gets together to talk about 
each patient on the ward—who they are, 
what treatment they are having and how 
they’re responding. We do part of this by 
the patient board on the wall but then we 
also do the bedside handover, where we 
go around to every patient on the ward and 
briefly review how they are doing.

Edgar Horne is a medical ward which has 
28 beds in total—four bays consisting of six 
beds, plus four side rooms. We mainly look 
after patients with gastrointestinal problems 

(including those who might have had a 
colonoscopy or other procedure), patients 
with diabetes or endocrine problems, 
chronic liver disease or chronic bowel 
conditions like Irritable Bowel Syndrome.

We also look after sickle cell crisis patients 
who are commonly from the Afro-Caribbean 
population. The condition can be very 
painful, so patients are sometimes provided 
with a handheld device that enables them 
to self-administer pain medication as and 
when they need it.

After the handover is completed, I 
co-ordinate the first drug round of the day 
which is when all of the nurses administer 
any medication which has been prescribed 
for the patients they’re caring for. 

Depending on what day of the week it is, I 
also co-ordinate ward meetings that involve 
other services and teams from around the 
hospital including occupational therapists, 
physiotherapists, doctors from other 
specialties and the discharge co-ordinator. 

At these meetings we discuss the long-term 
needs of every patient on the ward, as well 
as what their home environment is like and 
what support they’re likely to need once 
they’re well enough to go home. 

Discharge planning is really important and 
we start the process of how we’re going 
to support patients to go home soon after 
they are admitted—this might include 
involving Social Services, organising district 
nursing referrals and arranging various 
assessments so we can begin making 
arrangements for things such as residential 
or home care.

Our patients must be considered ‘team fit’ 
before they’re discharged, which means 
that everyone involved in their care must 
be content that they are well enough to 
go home.

In the mornings I also spend a lot of time 
on the ‘shop floor’ where I will talk to the 
nurses, chat to patients and look over their 
charts to make sure all of their observations 
and other details are being documented 
properly. I pop into each bay which helps to 
let staff know that they’re being supported 
and that I’m there if they need anything.

I always help wash patients and get involved 
in their care, which helps me to get a good 
sense of what’s happening in each bay, but 
actually I really enjoy it and it’s part of the 
reason I came into nursing.

12 noon

The second drug round usually happens 
at 12 noon and we also start preparing for 
lunch which is at 12:30pm. Proper nutrition 
is vital for our patients, so mealtimes are a 
really important part of my day.

During mealtimes all clinical work stops, 
the lights are turned down and two meal 
co-ordinators—these might be nurses or 
healthcare assistants—will deliver meals 
to our patients. Everyone on the ward gets 
involved in mealtimes.

We have a tray system in place so that 
we can easily identify which patients 
need support at mealtimes. If a patient is 
presented with their food on a red tray it 
means they need assistance with feeding 
and a blue tray means they can feed 
themselves but may need supervision and 
encouragement.

All of this can take quite a long time and 
some patients eat faster than others, but 
it’s so important that all of our patients are 
getting proper nutrition. If we have patients 

who are considered to be vulnerable we 
will record whatever they’ve eaten or had 
to drink.

2pm

After lunch the nurses will check patients 
with intravenous drugs and continue 
observations. We usually carry out four-
hourly observations such as blood pressure 
and saturation levels but it could be hourly 
depending on the patient.

In the afternoons I might arrange a teaching 
session for staff, or I will fill in on a bay to 
release a nurse’s time so they can attend 
training. I will sometimes arrange for 
someone from an external company to 
come in and give some training on a new 
piece of kit, or I might ask someone from 
another specialty to come up to the ward 
to do some teaching. 

I might also have to spend time speaking to 
Social Services about a particular patient 
or talking to relatives.

We’re not perfect and sometimes relatives 
do ask to speak to me if they have a 
concern. If someone does make a complaint 
I try to meet with the family as soon as 
possible to talk through their concerns and 
resolve things quickly.

In the afternoons I might also have various 
meetings such as introductions with new 
staff or meetings with colleagues from 
around the hospital.

4pm

I start to handover some of the things that 
have happened during the day to the nurses 
who are working late shifts. I generally leave 
around 6pm but depending on what’s 
happening on the ward I won’t leave until 
I’m happy that everything is under control.

The nature of Edgar Horne Ward is that we 
might have patients who are with us for a 
couple of days, but others might be here 
for two months. 

One of the best parts of my job is seeing 
people get better. I love to see people 
getting dressed, putting on their slippers 
or a bit of make-up and leaving hospital.

Which public figure do you most admire?
Nelson Mandela—a cliché, but true. I have 
been fortunate to spend many weeks in 
South Africa over the last four years. The 
power of Mandela’s legacy in healing that 
country is remarkable: as witnessed by the 
lives and stories of many different South 
Africans. 

Why did you choose to work at Chelsea 
and Westminster?
It’s an outstanding hospital—I know because 
my wife and parents have been treated there. 
I’m joining the Charity where we have an 
excellent Chair, Trustees and team.

We desperately want to use the best art, 
grants and fundraising to make the hospital 
even more successful and special for 
patients, families and staff. This matters to 
me—as it did when I worked in diabetes and 
HIV/AIDS 15 years ago.

How do you relax?
I slump on the sofa with my wife and kids, 
catching up with how everyone’s day went 
(which usually involves my four year old 
daughter telling everyone else to be quiet while 
she regales me with an in-depth analysis of her 
princess dress and what amuses her most).

Describe your perfect day
Not far off how I relax, but with a few key 
added elements: a lie-in, a live rugby match 
with a great group of friends, lots of good 
food and wine, and no deadlines.

What do you most enjoy about your work?
Spending time with worthwhile people. I’m 
a firm believer in everyone having great 
potential, we just have very different starting 
points, environments and choices. So the 
challenge is to enable people to do even 
more than they dreamed they could—like 
the work of doctors and nurses.

Day in the life... Sian Davies  Ward Sister

60
second
interview
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Mark Norbury
Chief Executive, Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity
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93% of patients would recommend 
outpatient services at Chelsea 

and Westminster Hospital to their friends 
and family, according to the results of the 
national NHS outpatients survey published 
by the Care Quality Commission on  
14 February.

The survey questionnaire was sent to 850 
patients who had outpatient appointments 
at the hospital in May 2011. More than 
350 patients completed and returned 
questionnaires which meant there was a 
43% response rate.

There were significant improvements on 
four questions when compared to the 
previous survey in 2009, no questions with 
significantly worse scores, and no significant 
change in the vast majority of areas.

Key results from the survey include: 

• 89% of patients rated their care as 
‘Excellent’, ‘Very good’ or ‘Good’

• 91% of patients had confidence in the 
doctor examining and treating them

• 82% of patients said they were treated 
with respect all the time 

We scored in the top 20% of NHS trusts 
in England for:

• Asking patients what was important to 
them in managing their condition 

• Explaining to patients how to take new 
medications

• Explaining to patients what would 
happen before starting their treatment

Areas in which our performance has 
improved significantly since 2009 include:

• Availability of leaflets and posters about 
handwashing

• Patients being fully involved in decisions 
about medication choices

• Other patients not being able to 
overhear discussions with receptionists

• Patients receiving copies of letters 
between their hospital doctor and GP

However, there are a number of areas in 
which the Trust’s scores are below average 
and an action plan is being implemented 
to improve performance. 

Many improvements have been put in 
place since the survey was carried out in 
May 2011.

Heather Lawrence, Chief Executive, says: 
“Improving the patient experience is one of 
the Trust’s key corporate objectives.

“While it is clear there are some areas 
requiring further attention, it is encouraging 
that so many patients would recommend 
our outpatient services.

“Administrative aspects still remain a 
concern for patients which is why we 

restructured our outpatient administrative 
and nursing teams in April 2011, just 
before this survey was carried out, and 
over time this new structure should 
improve important aspects of patient 
experience.”

A new Outpatients Department opened on 
the Lower Ground Floor of the hospital in 
February 2011 to provide an ‘airport style’ 
quality of service to patients including 
self check-in facilities and light and airy 
waiting areas, designed in consultation 
with patients. 

Facilities requested by patients have been 
introduced including self check-in kiosks, a 
coffee shop and screens notifying patients 
of waiting times.

Secretary of State for Health, Andrew 
Lansley, said when he officially opened the 
new Outpatients Department in June 2011: 

“This new development encapsulates the 
spirit of the modern NHS—designed with 
patients and their views at its heart.” 

HOME
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When journalist Lucy Broadbent had 
surgery to remove first her gall 

bladder, at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 
in Los Angeles, and then her appendix, at 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, she 
was in a unique position to compare two 
healthcare systems.

Or as she put it in a feature article 
published in The Times on 7 February 
and in the Daily Mail on 24 February: 

“Two hospitals, two cities, two healthcare 
systems, two laparoscopic surgeries and 
a wide chasm of cultural and economic 
difference.”

Lucy’s account of her experience made 
fascinating and perhaps surprising reading 
as she concluded: “The NHS may have 
its faults but, rather like having surgery, 
it really is so much better than the 
alternative.”

Her positive impression of Chelsea and 
Westminster started in A&E where she was 
seen first by a nurse who she described 
as “cheery and efficient, a vision of 
compassion” and then by a doctor who 
arranged for her to be admitted to a ward.

By contrast at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 
in LA, Lucy said the triage nurse in the ER 
told her there was a three-hour wait to be 
seen by a doctor before sending her back 
into a crowded waiting room.

It was advantage Chelsea and Westminster 
again when it came to the time Lucy had 
to wait from diagnosis to surgery.

She explained: “Having decided that 
keyhole surgery was the answer in both 
cases, (then) came the wait to get into the 
operating theatre. The NHS had me in by 
the end of that same day. At Cedars, I had 
to wait until the following day—a full 24 
hours after the diagnosis had been made.”

Interestingly, Lucy compared a key 
difference between hospitals in the US 
and UK—largely single rooms in the States 
while here in the UK wards with bays of 
six beds are the norm—and decided that 
she preferred the experience of being on 
a ward.

She said: “A curtain around a ward bed 
does little for modesty when it comes to 
discussing your bowel movements with a 
doctor. Doctors rarely whisper. But I’d take 
the camaraderie of a ward any day.

“Left on my own in a Cedars private room, 
boredom and self-pity descended in 
a way that they never had a chance to 
surrounded by others with even sorrier 
tales than mine on a ward.”

Lucy was also full of praise for staff at 
Chelsea and Westminster, saying that “it 
was the reassurance and thoughtfulness of 
the staff that made the biggest difference”.

Thank you to staff in A&E, Theatres and 
on the ward who clearly provided Lucy 
Broadbent with an excellent patient 
experience during the time she was cared 
for at Chelsea and Westminster.

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital Cedars-Sinai Medical Center

Outpatients give their verdict on our services

Score 1 for the NHS!

A new electronic baby tagging system 
has gone live on the Maternity Unit 

and in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
(NICU). 

The new system involves attaching an 
electronic tag to the ankle of every baby 
born at Chelsea and Westminster in order 
to protect babies and give parents peace 
of mind. 

An alarm will go off if any unauthorised 
attempt is made to remove a baby from 
the Maternity Unit or NICU.

Essential data about both mother and baby 
is stored on the electronic tag for quick 
referencing and identification.

The new baby tagging system provides 
extra assurance for parents in addition 
to the existing security arrangements at 
Chelsea and Westminster which include 
a door entry system for all wards on the 
Maternity Unit and Neonatal Intensive 
Care Unit.

The project to implement baby tagging 
in the Trust involved staff from across 
many different departments including 
Helen Byrne (formerly seconded to the 
role of Divisional Director of Operations, 
now Interim Head of Per formance 
Improvement), George Grant (Projects), 
Rona Davis (IM&T), Catherine Wilkins 
(Maternity), Trevor Post (Security), and 
many others. 

Electronic baby tagging 
system goes live 

Secretary of State for Health Andrew Lansley uses a self check-in 
kiosk in the new Outpatients Department with Jo Pierre (Nurse 
Manager) and Professor Sir Christopher Edwards (Chairman)
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A group of pupils from Millbank Primary 
School in Westminster visited the 

hospital on 26 January to learn about 
women in the workplace.

The girls were given a tour of the 
hospital before a 30-minute career talk 
and question and answer session with 
Palliative Care Consultant Dr Sarah Cox 
and Paediatric Matron Melanie Guinan.

This was the first in what is hoped will be an 
ongoing relationship between the ‘Visiting 
Women at Work’ project and our hospital. 

Head of Programme Ellie Howard explains: 
“‘Visiting Women at Work’ is a project that 
introduces 7/8 year old girls to women at 
work in a broad range of occupations.

“Currently housed by the thinktank Civitas, 
the project is built on the assertion 

that introducing girls to women in the 
workplace promotes high aspirations and is 
motivating in both the short and long term.

“We are delighted that we are working with 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital. The 
first visit was a great success.” 

Libby Wingfield, the Trust’s Volunteer 
Services and Work Experience Manager, 
says: “I would like to thank Dr Cox and 
Melanie Guinan for sparing the time to 
come along and talk to the girls from 
Millbank Primary School. 

“The girls really enjoyed their visit to 
Chelsea and Westminster and we hope 
this is just the start of a project that 
demonstrates the important role of our 
hospital in our local community.”

A series of events are being organised 
for staf f, patients and anyone 

else with an interest in Chelsea and 
Westminster to help shape improvements 
in the patient experience including 
signage in the hospital, patient letters 
and our website.

The ‘Show us the way’ consultation 
exercise aims to reach as many people 
as possible including community 
organisations representing traditionally 
‘hard to reach’ groups such as black and 
minority ethnic communities and disability 
groups.

‘Show us the way’ is a major new Trust 
project to make it easier for staff, patients 
and visitors to find their way around 
the hospital and also to improve the 
information that is available to patients 

and visitors before their visit, such as maps, 
appointment letters, the Trust website and 
leaflets.

Thérèse Davis, Chief Nurse and Director 
of Patient Experience and Flow, who is 
leading the ‘Show us the way’ project, says: 

“I would encourage all staff, patients and 
community groups to get involved in our 
consultation exercise this month.”

• Details of the various different ways 
to get involved in ‘Show us the way’ 
will be publicised to staff through our 
usual internal communications channels 
including the Daily Noticeboard email 
bulletin and to patients and community 
groups through our website, monthly 
email newsletter to Foundation Trust 
members and various other channels

Local schoolgirls 
visit Trust

Front row (l–r): Millbank Primary School pupils Hadeal Bachan, Tanisha Rashid, Anissa 
Arkam and Nazia Miah. Middle row (l–r): Millbank Primary School pupils Salsabil 
Aldhafir and Arabella Bischoff. Back row (l–r): Rachel Thomas (Teaching Assistant, 
Millbank Primary School), Dr Sarah Cox (Consultant, Palliative Care), Libby Wingfield 
(Volunteer Services and Work Experience Manager) and Melanie Guinan (Matron, 
Paediatric Outpatients).

T he Guardian  website featured 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital’s 

apprenticeship programme as an example 
of good practice to mark National 
Apprenticeship Week in February.

Dawn Grant, Lead Nurse for Healthcare 
Assistants and Volunteers, was invited to 
write an article explaining how developing 
an apprenticeship scheme for healthcare 
assistants has helped to enhance the skills 
of these staff who are vital to patient care.

She said: “Our old NVQ provider wasn’t 
giving us the support we needed, so after 
clearly defining roles, job descriptions 
and career pathways for all healthcare 
assistants, we decided to take the 
apprenticeship route.

“We selected individuals who were both 
most keen to take part and best supported 
by their managers and we appointed UH 
Ventures, jointly run by the University 
of Hertfordshire and Exemplas, as our 
apprenticeship provider. 

“After conducting literacy and numeracy 
tests, to see who had the basic skills 
required to take part, we chose 12 

apprentices. Some were young new 
recruits with no experience while others 
were 50-year-olds with qualifications from 
outside the UK. 

“All the apprentices were put through a 
day-long module every month, with further 
numeracy and literacy training and a three-
hour observation and assessment later in 
the month.”

Dawn told The Guardian  that the 
apprenticeship scheme had such a positive 
impact that the Trust also launched an 
apprenticeship for maternity support 
workers.

She added: “The maternity support workers 
are now skilled to do so much more, from 
taking blood and inserting catheters to 
helping new mothers breastfeed. Women 
feel much more supported and it takes 
the pressure off our qualified nurses and 
midwives so they can prioritise key tasks 
that only they can do.

“We want to make the apprenticeship 
programme the standard by which we 
develop all healthcare assistants.”

You’re hired! Meet 
the real apprentices

The first cohort of apprentices at Chelsea and Westminster 
Hospital with their line managers and Dawn Grant (Lead Nurse 
for Healthcare Assistants and Volunteers—centre)

The BBC documentary series Junior 
Doctors: Your Life In Their Hands 

(pictured above), which was filmed at 
Chelsea and Westminster last year, proved 
popular with viewers when it was shown 
in six one-hour episodes in January and 
February.

Viewing figures for the first episode peaked 
at 1.15 million—making it the highest 
rating factual series on BBC3—and that 
level of interest remained largely steady 
throughout the series.

Our junior doctors and the hospital also 
attracted plenty of interest in the media 

with positive coverage of the series 
everywhere from The Times to ITV’s This 
Morning daytime programme.

The documentary was also popular with 
social media users, trending on Twitter 
during the first episode and attracting 
followers to our Trust Twitter feed 
@ChelwestFT as we tweeted live every 
Tuesday night—we now have more than 
1,000 followers.

Thank you to all patients and staff who 
helped with the filming of the documentary 
last year. 

BBC documentary 
series is a big hit

‘Show us the way’
We need your help to improve the patient experience
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Putting Patients First: 
Redevelopment of Chelsea 
and Westminster Hospital

The first major redevelopment of 
Chelsea and Westminster since 
the hospital opened in 1993 has 
now reached an exciting stage after 
the opening of the Netherton Grove 
Extension including new services 
for children and HIV and cancer 
patients.

But there is lots more happening 
including the imminent completion 
of the Infrastructure Project to 
make us a more energy efficient 
and greener hospital, further 
development of the new Chelsea 
Children’s Hospital on the 1st Floor, 
and plans for a one-stop Diagnostic 
Centre on the 2nd Floor.

In this month’s Trust News we focus 
on the new services that have 
already opened to patients and our 
future plans.

A brand new unit for patients living with 
HIV and cancer opened on 6 February.

It includes a new ward—Ron Johnson 
Ward—which has 19 inpatient beds, all in 
single en-suite rooms, as well as day care 
and outpatient facilities.

The new unit, located on the 2nd Floor 
of the Netherton Grove Extension, has 
replaced Thomas Macaulay Ward and 
Kobler Day Care for HIV patients. 

It also incorporates oncology and 
haematology services previously provided 

“We are also doubling the number of 
treatment rooms within the Endoscopy 
service which will in time allow us to increase 
our capacity and see more patients.

“The new Centre will also create a better 
working environment for staff and will 
bring together several different diagnostic 

services that are currently spread 
throughout the hospital into one purpose-
built Centre.”

The Diagnostic Centre will be located in the 
space which until recently was occupied 
by Thomas Macaulay Ward and Kobler 
Day Care.

for cancer patients in the Medical Day Unit 
on the Ground Floor.

Core NHS funding has been enhanced by 
charitable contributions including a major 
donation by HIV patient Ron Johnson, 
through St Stephen’s AIDS Trust, for a 
glass conservatory to provide a light, airy 
inside space for patients and a donation 
from Macmillan Cancer Support for an 
information service to be provided by the 
St Stephen’s Volunteers. 

Chelsea and Westminster is a national 
referral centre for HIV-related cancers 
which is why HIV and cancer treatment 
facilities are now co-located in the 
hospital.

All chemotherapy and other anti-cancer 
therapies for outpatients are now provided 
on the new unit. 

Staff and visitors to the hospital will 
have seen the brand new art that has 

been installed as part of the development 
of the new Chelsea Children’s Hospital.

Hospital Arts, which is part of Chelsea 
and Westminster Heal th Char i t y, 
commissioned artist Joy Gerrard to 
produce a large-scale work of art for the 
new children’s hospital. 

Joy has previous experience of working 
on commissions for large public spaces 
including the London School of Economics 
and Cardinal Place on Victoria Street. She 
has also previously produced work for 
Cork University Hospital. 

Katherine Mellor, Hospital Arts Director, 
says: “The work, Assembly/450, is part 
of Hospital Arts’ programme to create 
a healing environment within the new 
paediatric development. It is a wall-based 
series of highly reflective steel spheres, 
steel rods and coloured and textured 
spheres arranged in sculptural groupings. 

“The piece maps around the interior 
walls of the hospital, demarcating the 
entrance to the new children’s hospital. 
Assembly/450 is abstract and has 
different possible readings for every 
patient, visitor and member of staff.”

• See the April edition of Trust News for 
exciting news about artwork donated to 
the hospital by a world-famous artist for 
our new HIV and Cancer Unit 

The latest stage in the development of 
the new Chelsea Children’s Hospital 

has been reached following the opening 
of new facilities in the Netherton Grove 
Extension.

Two new children’s operating theatres 
opened on 2 February—bringing the total 
to four new paediatric theatres—following 
the opening of an extended Paediatric 
High Dependency Unit on 1 February, the 
new day surgery ward, Saturn Ward on 31 
January, and an expanded surgical recovery 
area earlier in the new year.

These new facilities are all located on 
the 1st Floor of the Netherton Grove 
Extension—this is the second phase of 
the development of the new Chelsea 
Children’s Hospital following the opening 
of two children’s operating theatres and 
surgical admissions and pre-assessment 
areas last September.

Simon Eccles, Clinical Director for 
Children’s, Neonatal and Young People’s 
Services, says: “The opening of these new 
facilities is a hugely significant landmark 

in our development of the new Chelsea 
Children’s Hospital.” 

Over the next 18 months there will be many 
more landmarks as an integrated paediatric 
service is created on the 1st Floor of the 

hospital including upgraded children’s 
inpatient wards and outpatients department.

By the end of 2013 the 1st Floor will be 
home to what amounts to a new children’s 
hospital.

New services open for children

New HIV and Cancer Unit opens its doors

New Diagnostic Centre announced

World class art 
for a world class 
children’s hospital

The entrance to the new Chelsea Children’s Hospital

The main waiting area in the new HIV and Cancer Unit

The new Centre will consolidate many of the Trust’s diagnostic services into one area

Work will soon commence on the 
development of a new state-of-

the-art Diagnostic Centre at Chelsea and 
Westminster Hospital.

The new development will be located 
on the 2nd Floor of the hospital and will 
accommodate all of the Trust’s Endoscopy, 
Cardiology (including ECG and Echo), 
Neurophysiology and Lung Function 
diagnostic facilities. Construction will 
commence this summer and the Centre 
is expected to open in early 2013.

Alan Kaye (Diagnostic Services Manager) 
said: “This is an exciting project which will 
vastly improve the service we provide for 
our patients. We are creating a much nicer 
environment for patients who are referred 
here for diagnostic tests. The new Centre 
will improve our ability to ensure efficiency 
while maintaining patients’ privacy and 
dignity.



Some of the world’s leading experts 
gathered at the Royal College 

of Physicians on 3 February for an 
international summit meeting—The Future 
of Obesity Treatment—to discuss how to 
respond to the rapidly increasing global 
epidemic of obesity.

The symposium was organised by doctors 
from Chelsea and Westminster Hospital 
and attracted 170 delegates from the UK, 
US and Europe.

Mr Gianluca Bonanomi, Clinical Lead at 
Chelsea and Westminster and Co-Director 

of the symposium, said: “Obesity is the 
most important healthcare issue facing 
us in the UK and globally because of its 
consequences for people’s health and the 
resources required to treat it.

“What made the symposium unique was the 
bringing together of physicians, surgeons, 
GPs, commissioners and managers 
to review the current status of obesity 
treatment and to discuss how best to 
address the challenges of the future.”

The cost to the NHS of overweight and 
obesity is more than £5bn a year and 

globally levels of obesity have more than 
doubled since 1980, according to the 
World Health Organisation.

International speakers at the symposium 
included Dr Jean-Marc Chevalier, President 
of the French Society of Bariatric Surgery, 
Dr Nicholas Christou of McGill University 
in Canada, Dr Christopher Thompson of 
Harvard Medical School in Boston, and Dr 
Philip R Schauer of the Cleveland Clinic in 
Cleveland, Ohio.

UK speakers included Professor Sir George 
Alberti, former President of the Royal College 
of Physicians, Professor Steve Bloom, Head 
of Division for Diabetes, Endocrinology and 
Metabolism at Imperial College London, and 
Mr Alberic Fiennes, President of the British 
Obesity and Metabolic Surgery Society.

The Future of Obesity Treatment was 
organised by Chelsea and Westminster in 
collaboration with Imperial College London 
and was endorsed by the Royal College of 
Surgeons, the Royal Society of Medicine, 
Diabetes UK and the International 
Federation for the Surgery of Obesity.

Mr Gianluca Bonanomi has extensive 
experience as a surgeon specialising in 
bariatric and metabolic surgery—he is a 
member of the American Society of Bariatric 
Surgery, the International Federation for the 
Surgery of Obesity and the British Obesity 
and Metabolic Surgery Society.

We are a ‘preferred provider’ of weight 
loss surgery for patients living in London, 
the South East and East of England which 
means that independent experts have 
identified us as one of the best hospitals 
to carry out this specialist surgery.

Mr Bonanomi said: “The symposium was 
a great success with excellent feedback 
from our delegates. I would like to thank 
Rosamunde Wood and her team in the 
Postgraduate Centre who did an incredible 
job of co-ordinating the symposium. 

“I am also grateful to the Trust management 
and my colleagues in the bariatric team 
at Chelsea and Westminster for working 
together to develop our service into a 
national centre of excellence.”

International experts gather for summit on obesity epidemic

The symposium attracted 170 delegates from all over the world

Spotlight on... Innovations in care 
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56 Dean Street, the Trust’s increasingly 
popular HIV and sexual health centre 

in Soho, has become the first NHS clinic to 
offer HIV home testing.

Dean Street at Home is a collaboration with 
the social networking website Gaydar and 
the online medical service DrThom, and is 
funded by Chelsea and Westminster Health 
Charity and a joint working agreement with 
Bristol Myers Squib.

Gaydar sends an instant message to 800 
of its 120,000 registered users in the Zone 
1 Travelcard area each day. Users complete 
an online pre-test discussion and are then 
offered a free HIV home testing kit from 
DrThom via the dedicated website (pictured 
below). 

Patients who test negative get a text 
message from DrThom giving them the good 
news while patients whose results indicate 
a possible positive are contacted directly 
by the expert team of health advisers at 
56 Dean Street for further tests and advice.

Dr Alan McOwan, Lead Clinician at 56 Dean 
Street, says: “When Dean Street at Home 
went live in November, we started slowly 
to make sure the system was running 
smoothly but we have now increased to 
800 messages per day.

“Of the first 80 kits that were returned, 
there were four HIV positives—5% of 
patients who tested themselves at home—
which indicates that there is a definite 
need for HIV home testing. 

“Without Dean Street at Home, these 
patients would not have been diagnosed 
and we know that early diagnosis is vital 
in helping patients to live as normal a life 
as possible with HIV.”

56 Dean Street has already identified 
funding for 1,900 tests over the next 12 
months with funding bids submitted to 
carry out 3,500 tests over the next 12 
months which would represent 1% of 
Gaydar users in London.

Professor Derek Bell, Director of the NIHR 
Collaboration for Leadership in Applied 

Health Research and Care (CLAHRC) for 
Northwest London—based at Chelsea and 
Westminster—hosted a visit to the hospital 
on 7 February by delegates from the World 
Health Organisation Collaborating Centre at 
Imperial College London.

Doctors from countries including Saudi 
Arabia, Turkey, Cuba and Sudan came to 
Chelsea and Westminster to hear about 
the implementation of an innovative ‘care 
bundle’ approach to the treatment of 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 
(COPD).

Consultant Physician Dr Dilys Lai, who is 
the clinical lead on the COPD care bundle 
project, led the World Health Organisation 
group on a tour of the Acute Assessment 
Unit and David Erskine Ward and they also 
heard patients’ perspectives. 

The new care bundle approach to treating 
COPD was developed and piloted at 
Chelsea and Westminster by a multi-
disciplinary team, funded by CLAHRC for 
Northwest London, and is proven to reduce 
readmission rates.

Research published in the journal Thorax 
has shown that, following implementation 
of the care bundle at Chelsea and 
Westminster, fewer patients were 
readmitted to hospital within 30 days of 
a stay in hospital—11% of 94 patients on 
the care bundle compared with 16.4% of 
365 patients not on the bundle.

The care bundle has been rolled out by the 
CLAHRC programme to four of the six other 
acute hospitals in North West London and 
work is now underway to analyse data from 
these sites to evaluate its impact.

What is the COPD 
care bundle?

COPD stands for Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease and includes chronic 
bronchitis and emphysema which cause 
25,000 deaths in the UK every year.

Hospital admissions and readmissions 
caused by COPD cost the NHS an estimated 
£600 million per year which is why the COPD 
care bundle approach to reducing patient 
readmissions to hospital is so important.

The care bundle includes five evidence-
based practices provided for all patients 
who are being discharged from hospital 
following an acute exacerbation of COPD:

• Advice for giving up smoking (if the 
patient is a smoker)

• Referral for assessment for pulmonary 
rehabilitation

• Written information to inform, educate 
and empower patients

• Demonstrating the effective use of 
inhalers

• Follow-up appointment with a specialist

The multi-disciplinary team at Chelsea and 
Westminster used quality improvement 
methods supported by the CLAHRC to 
implement the care bundle. 

Faculty members at the symposium at the 

Royal College of Physicians on 3 February

56 Dean Street pioneers 
safe HIV home testing

New approach to COPD care 
attracts international attention

Consultant Physician Dr Dilys Lai (left) welcomes World Health 
Organisation delegates to Chelsea and Westminster Hospital
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Chelsea and Westminster  and 
our partners in the Fulham Road 

Collaborative—the Royal Marsden and 
Royal Brompton hospitals and the 
Institute of Cancer Research (ICR)—have 
been shortlisted for a major national 
award.

The Fulham Road Collaborative is 
in the running to win a National 
Government Opportunities 
(GO) Excellence in Public 
Procurement  Award — as 
finalists in the Procurement 
Initiative of the Year category 
for health and social care 
organisations. Winners 
will be announced on 13 
March.

T h i s  i s  indep enden t 
recognition of the Collaborative’s 
innovative approach to awarding the 
contract for ‘Soft Facilities Management 
(FM)’ services which include catering, 
cleaning, portering, and security.

The new contract, which was awarded 
to ISS Mediclean in December, will 
result in significant cost and efficiency 
savings because it followed a competitive 
tendering process which focused on 
maximising value for money while 
maintaining service quality across all 
three hospitals and the ICR. 

Thérèse Davis, Chief Nurse and Director 
of Patient Experience and Flow, said: 

“We are delighted to continue to work in 
partnership with the ISS staff who form 

an important part of the Chelsea and 
Westminster team.

“The new contract will result in significant 
savings while maintaining the quality of 
service that patients expect when they 
come to our hospital.”

David Probert, Chief 
Operating Officer of 
The Royal Marsden 
NHS Foundation Trust, 
said: “This project is a 

great example of how 
healthcare organisations 

can work together to make 
the best use of resources 

while maintaining excellent 
standards of  care for 

patients.”

S teve  M o ore ,  H e ad  o f 
Estates and Facilities at Royal 

Brompton & Harefield NHS Foundation 
Trust, said: “Ensuring a first-class 
environment for our patients is absolutely 
vital when delivering specialist care. We 
feel sure that this collaboration will deliver 
such an environment.”

Simon Cox, Managing Director, ISS 
Facility Services Healthcare, Education 
and Defence, said: “These are four 
highly successful organisations with 
global reputations for excellence. Their 
approach really challenged us to deliver 
more for less. We will work very closely 
with the Collaborative to achieve its cost 
efficiency targets while maintaining the 
highest standards of patient care.”

Trust shortlisted 
for national 
procurement award

The first ‘Medicine for Members’ event 
held on Wednesday 22 February has 

been deemed a huge success by all who 
attended.

The event was the first of a new series 
of free health seminars for patients and 
members of the public who are Foundation 
Trust Members. It focused on bowel cancer, 
including what factors increase the risk of 
someone developing the disease and the 
signs and symptoms to keep an eye out for.

The seminar was timed to coincide with 
the launch of a major national Department 
of Health campaign to raise awareness 
of bowel cancer and increase regular 
screening among those who have a higher 
risk of developing the disease.

The seminar attracted 35 people, all of 
whom said that they found the event useful 
and that they understood more about bowel 
cancer having attended the seminar.

Presenters included Professor Tim Allen-
Mersh (Professor of Gastrointestinal Surgery 
and Lead Consultant Surgeon for Colorectal 
Cancer), Dr Marcus Harbord (Consultant 

Gastroenterologist), Jo Turner (Colorectal 
Cancer CNS), Melanie Jerome (Stoma 
CNS) and Mr Tushar Agarwal (Consultant 
Colorectal Surgeon).

The Trust is planning more ‘Medicine for 
Members’ events throughout the year which 
will focus on a range of health issues—keep 
an eye out in future issues of Trust News 
or become a member of the Foundation 
Trust to receive regular email updates and 
be among the first to have the opportunity 
to reserve your place.

What the attendees said

“Excellent idea of having this kind of 
seminar and I am looking forward to 
hear and attend more on different 
issues.”

“Thank you for this very useful 
initiative.”

“I’d like to thank the presenters for a 
very useful seminar.”

The Trust’s Medical Records team 
manages a library of around 250,000 

sets of paper medical records, but a new 
project is aiming to tackle the hospital’s 
paper mountain and introduce electronic 
document management.

The Electronic Document Management 
(EDM) System will go live later this year.

A competitive tender process was recently 
launched to find an external supplier to 
convert the existing paper documents 
into electronic format and provide a 
software solution to store, retrieve and 
view documents.

Amanda Pritchard (Deputy Chief Executive) 
said: “The implementation of electronic 
document management is the next obvious 
step in modernising the way in which we 
provide care for patients.

“Paper notes are problematic in many ways, 
not just because of the amount of space 
and resources they require.

“Electronic document management will help 
us to reduce the money spent on managing 
paper records each year and also improve 
patient safety by improving the availability 
of patient records.”

Dr Mike Anderson (Medical Director) said: 
“Clinicians are excited about the project 
because it will completely transform how 
we are able to access and manage patient 
notes.

“Clinics will run more efficiently because 
there will be less time spent tracking and 
moving sets of notes and doctors will be 
able to access full medical records from 
any computer in the hospital. 

“It will also render more than 1,000 
different forms currently in use throughout 
the Trust obsolete.”

The Trust already has a sophisticated 
Picture Archiving and Communications 
System (PACS), which replaced traditional 
imaging films and enables doctors to 
access X-rays, MRI and CT scans from any 
computer in the Trust.

Medical records 
by numbers

250,000—total number of medical 
records held in the Trust’s library

70,000 —number of medical 
records circulating at any one time

190,000—number of medical 
records stored securely off-site

3,600—number of new patient case 
notes created every month, which 
equates to… 

43,000 new notes created every 
year

Scaling paper mountains

‘Medicine for Members’ 
proves popular

The Nutrition and Dietetics Department 
held the annual Good Nutrition 

Awareness Week (GNAW) in January.

Almost 140 staff attended the various 
events organised throughout the hospital, 
which included pop-up stands on all adult 
wards.

Staff learned about the prevalence of 
malnutrition and hydration in hospitals, 
as well as the nutrition care pathway in 
place to manage this. Currently, 95% of 
adult patients in the Trust are screened 
within 24 hours, which is well above the 
national average. 

Karen Percy (Lead Dietitian for the 
Acute Team) said: “The early detection of 
malnutrition through routine screening 
can do much to identify those who would 
benefit from nutritional intervention and 
support.”

In addition, almost 60 nurses received 
refresher training about how to complete 
nutritional screens with more accuracy. 
They were also introduced to a new 

addition to the tool, which has been 
designed to improve communication about 
nutrition care plans between nursing staff, 
catering staff and dietetics. 

Olivia Winner (Staff Nurse on Nell Gwynne 
Ward) said: “Training on the GNAW stand 
was incredibly helpful. Before I found some 
parts of completing the nutritional screens 
quite tricky but the dietititans showed how 
this can be made easier.”

There were also sessions for junior doctors 
and stands in the hospital Restaurant 
where staff were given the opportunity to 
try the hospital food.

Staff who attended GNAW also had the 
chance to win some fantastic prizes. 
Congratulations to Cheryl Paul (Discharge 
Co-ordinator) who won the top prize of a 
£50 voucher to Sophie’s Steakhouse on 
the Fulham Road.

If you have any further queries or your 
ward requires further training please 
don’t hesitate to contact the Nutrition and 
Dietetics Department on x58178.

GNAW 2012
Good Nutrition 
Awareness Week

Prof Tim Allen-Mersh presents to the group
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Dignity in care rewarded
Congratulations to staff and patient representatives from Chelsea 

and Westminster Hospital who were winners in the Royal Borough 
of Kensington and Chelsea’s first Dignity in Care Awards.

The awards, which were presented on 1 February by the Mayor of the 
Royal Borough, Cllr Julie Mills, recognise the efforts of people and 
organisations that make a real difference to the quality of life of adults 
using care services in Kensington and Chelsea.

Winners of Dignity in Care Awards include:

Nutritional Steering Group

Susan Mastriforte, who is a representative 
of Kensing ton and Chelsea Local 
Involvement Network (LINk) on the Trust’s 
Nutritional Steering Group, received this 
award on behalf of the Group which 
includes staff from across the hospital as 
well as patients.

The Mayor said the Group had been 
nominated for its work making “major 
improvements to catering and meal times 
for vulnerable patients”.

Cancer and Palliative 
Care Clinical Nurse 
Specialist Team

These nurses were nominated by Catherine 
Gillespie (Clinical Cancer Services 
Manager and Macmillan Lead Nurse) 
who said: “The team recognises that the 
pathway for their patients crosses many 
organisational boundaries and that there 
is a need to ensure that the individual feels 
empowered to express their needs and 
retain independence, choice and control. 

“The national cancer patient survey 
published in 2011 demonstrated that 97% 
of patients got understandable answers to 
their questions and 100% reported that 

their specialist nurse listened carefully 
and spent the right amount of time with 
the individual.”

Full of Life parents’ 
support group 

Sue Redmond, Chair of the Full of Life 
parents’ support group for children with 
learning disabilities and their families, 
was nominated by a number of Trust staff 
for her work both with Full of Life and 
as a member of the hospital’s Learning 
Disability Steering Group.

Thérèse Davis (Chief Nurse and Director of 
Patient Experience and Flow) said: “Sue is 
a committed champion and advocate for 
people with learning disabilities. 

“As a founder of the Full of Life support 
group, she provides an expert and visionary 
service for those with learning disabilities, 
their families and carers.

“Sue is also a committed member of our 
Learning Disability Steering Group at 
Chelsea and Westminster. 

“Her contribution has signif icantly 
enhanced the provision of information, 
communication and care for patients with 
learning disabilities in our hospital.”

Sue Redmond, a member of Chelsea and Westminster Hospital’s Learning Disability 
Steering Group, is presented with a Dignity in Care Award by Jean Daintith and 
Cllr Julie Mills on behalf of the Full of Life parents’ support group for children with 
disabilities and their families

Jo Turner (Colorectal Clinical Nurse Specialist) collects a Dignity in Care Award from 
Jean Daintith and Cllr Julie Mills on behalf of the Cancer and Palliative Care Clinical 
Nurse Specialist Team

Susan Mastriforte of Kensington and Chelsea Local Involvement Network (LINk) 
receives a Dignity in Care Award from Jean Daintith (Executive Director for Housing, 
Health & Adult Social Care, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea) and Cllr Julie 
Mills (Mayor, Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea) on behalf of the Nutritional 
Steering Group at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital

Planning has started for the annual 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital 

Open Day which will be held on Saturday 
12 May from 11am–3pm.

Last year’s event, which attracted around 
1,200 visitors, was deemed the most 
successful Open Day ever and staff are 
being challenged to come up with ideas 
to try and top it this year.

Plans are underway to publicly launch the 
Trust’s values (see article on page 1 for 

further details about this project) and the 
new Chelsea Children’s Hospital on the day.

The most popular attractions from last 
year’s event—including the mini Health 
MOTs provided in the hospital’s new Lower 
Ground Floor Outpatients Department and 
chances to win some fantastic prizes—will 
be back and better than ever.

Teams wishing to be involved should 
fill in the participants form which can 
be downloaded from the intranet 
(Communications > Open Day 2012). 

The deadline for forms to be 
completed and returned to the 
Communications Department via 
email or internal post is Friday 30 
March. 

Any queries about the Open Day 
should be directed to Renae McBride 
(Communications Manager) via Trust 
email or x56829.

The Open Day is made possible thanks to 
funding provided by the Foundation Trust 
Council of Governors.

Open Day 2012

Medical students from 
Imperial College London 

ran the Teddy Bear 
Hospital which was a big 
hit with younger visitors 
to last year's Open Day

Members of the Hand Therapy 
team show off their interactive 
display at last year's Open DayVisitors to the Open Day had the  

opportunity to take part in hospital food 
tasting sessions at last year's Open Day

The Infection Control team gave 
advice on good hand hygiene 

at last year's Open Day
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So we hear you’re a member of a 
women’s cricket team. How did you 

first get involved?

I had been a cricket widow for 20 years 
and four years ago at a drunken cricket 
social, I became very vocal (unusual I 
know!) and said ‘ladies’ can play cricket.

During cricket week, a WAGs against men 
was advertised. Determined not to lose, 
a quick call to the England Cricket Board 
put me in touch with a ladies team who 
gave us some training sessions. 

The match proved very popular (a few 
ringers helped us win...) and a ladies team 
was born.

Our first coach was the men’s overseas 
Australian player—tall, blonde ringlets, 
wore lycra shorts regardless of the 
weather...I was hooked!

What position do you usually play?

I bent my thumb back early on (due to 
poor fielding technique... or so I was told) 

and my concentration is also appalling, 
so being out in the deep is not the best 
position when there is no action. 

I am also horizontally challenged so 
bowling is not my thing, especially as we 
give away two runs for each wide, so I 
became a wicket keeper early on. At least 
I get to wear the big gloves.

I open the batting, as with a bat in the 
hand it becomes a lethal weapon. I hear 
the coach shout “protect the wicket” and 
I just whack it. 

It sometimes catches me out, but nothing 
is as good as that ‘6’. It does get me into 
trouble though!

Do you often get into trouble?

Of course not! However once when 
fielding in the deep the ball was lost on 
the opposite side. 

The boundary markers were round discs, 
so I picked one up and frisbee’d it from 
deep square leg to deep midwicket. 

The marker went around the whole field 
but the ball was found before the marker 
got back. 

I still say it was entertaining for the 
spectators and the fielders but the 
umpires didn’t agree... oops.

At least we’ll know where to find you 
during the summer... is your team any 
good?

As captain I have to say yes! We play in 
the Surrey Trust League and get to play on 
some lovely grounds—very much 
the envy of my husband. 

We do play winter indoor cricket, 
which is much faster, and a 
quicker match, but injuring my 
ankle over Christmas has put a 
stop to this pre-season training.

What do the blokes think of a 
bunch of girls playing a good 
game?

They were really supportive at the 
beginning, giving us tips during 
training and with Surrey promoting 
ladies’ cricket it is a bonus for us to 
be there.

They are anxious as we merged with 
Redoubtables last year who are fit 
younger ladies and girls who play for 
the county and take it very seriously. 

They play in the premiership league 
against England players... suddenly the 
men’s stats are in jeopardy. 

One day I could be travelling to Bath to 
play for the firsts but a 100 over match... 
20 is bad enough!

So does all of this mean that you can 
explain to us where silly mid-on is?

Another reason why I wicket keep. There 
are so many fielding positions it’s hard 
to remember, especially if there is a left-
handed batter as the positions all swap 
over.

Any memorable moments?

Winning Ladies Player of the Year... the 
year of the frisbee.

My other life... Catherine Sands  Acting Emergency Planning Officer
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Ann receives MD thesis award

Congratulations to Dr Ann Sullivan, 
Consultant Physician in HIV & Sexual 
Health, who has been awarded her 

MD thesis in Hobart, Tasmania. 

Dr Sullivan said: "My thesis was entitled 
Immune reconstitution in HIV-1 infection: 
the effects of antiretroviral and immune 
therapy and was based on work I have 
done here at Chelsea and Westminster 

with Professor Brian Gazzard, Dr Nesrina 
Imami and Professor Frances Gotch."

Professor Gazzard is honoured

Congratulations to Professor Brian Gazzard 
who was presented with his CBE for services to 
healthcare by HRH The Prince of Wales on 26 January.

He is an internationally renowned HIV expert who 
was instrumental in establishing the HIV unit at 
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital in 1987.—It is 
now the largest HIV treatment centre in Europe. 

Professor Gazzard is also the Director of HIV Clinical 
Research & Education at Chelsea and Westminster 
which is recognised as a global centre of excellence 

for the treatment of and research into HIV.

WHO delegation visits 
Diabetes Centre

The international WHO delegation 
who visited the Trust on 7 February 
(see the full story about their visit 
on page 7) also paid a visit to the 

Diabetes Centre in the Lower Ground 
Floor Outpatient Department and the 

Preoperative Assessment Centre .

Debra Lake (Diabetes Specialist Nurse 
Consultant) said: "They were all very 
impressed with the new facilities on 

the Lower Ground Floor. It was a real 
pleasure to meet the doctors and I felt 

very proud to be able to show them 
around the Diabetes Centre."

Elizabeth Dubois (Deputy Director, WHO Collaborating 
Centre) said: "Our international delegation of public 

health doctors and researchers truly enjoyed 
the guided tour of the Diabetes Centre and the 

Preoperative Assessment Centre. Because diabetes 
and smoking are exponentially growing problems in many 
of their home countries, they were especially impressed 

to see the outpatient and preoperative services 
at Chelsea and Westminster for chronic illnesses."

Diane Abbott visits 56 Dean Street 

Shadow Public Health Minister Diane Abbott 
MP visited 56 Dean Street, the Trust's HIV 

and sexual health centre in Soho, on 25 
January to learn more about our services. 

She said: "I was delighted to visit 56 Dean 
Street and was very impressed with the 
innovative work carried out by their 
dedicated, friendly team of staff led 

by Dr Alan McOwan and Leigh Chislett. 

"They offer a wide range of excellent 
sexual health services in a great 
environment, engage with all of 
London's different communities 
and have rightly gained their 

fantastic reputation."

Catherine (3rd from right) with her team and member of the Surrey men’s team Chris Jordan (centre) at the Oval

Catherine with her ‘Player 

of the Year’ trophy



Welcome

Christopher Collister

Christopher Collister has joined the Trust as 
our new Membership and Patient Advice & 
Liaison Service (M-PALS) Manager covering 
Sian Nelson’s maternity leave.

Christopher, who was a student nurse at 
Chelsea and Westminster, spent 12 years 
working in nursing roles at all levels at St 
Mary’s Hospital in Paddington.

He says: “Everyone has been very friendly 
and welcoming since I joined the Trust. I 
am looking forward to working with the 
existing M-PALS staff Ewelina Malig and 
Ola Fraczkiewicz to help patients navigate 
the healthcare system and resolve 
problems.

“I have always enjoyed working with people 
which is why I am looking forward to the 
challenges of my new role because the 
M-PALS team deals with a wide range 
of issues and enquiries from patients, 
members of the public and staff.

• Christopher can be contacted on 
x58548 and also via Trust email

Prof Chris Wastell, former Professor of 
Surgery at Chelsea and Westminster, 

died peacefully at his home in January. 
He worked at Chelsea and Westminster 
Hospital, as well as the Westminster and 
St Stephen’s Hospitals and the Gordon 
Hospital.

Mr Jeremy Booth (A&E Consultant) said: 
“Chris was a surgeon of the old school 
who excelled at everything he did. He was 
dedicated to his patients and considered 
their interests to be his own. He was a 
highly skilled and innovative surgeon, 
and was one of the first surgeons in the 
country to adopt laparoscopic techniques 
for non-gynaecological surgery of the 
abdominal viscera. He also took a special 

interest in the surgical problems of 
patients with HIV.

“He will be very much missed by his 
numerous friends, former trainees and 
colleagues.”

Dr Neil Soni (Consultant Anaesthetist) said: 
“He was a surgeon of his time who knew 
and understood the roles of command 
and leadership. Invariably calm and 
considered under all circumstances, he 
was a role model for his team of whom he 
was invariably proud and in whom he took 
a genuine pastoral interest.

“He evoked loyalty and friendship in 
generations of young surgeons. He led from 
the front, was thoughtful, always articulate 
and resolute in his decision making with 
little genuine understanding of the word 
compromise. He was dedicated to his 
patients and considered their interests to 
be his and practiced from that perspective.

“Although there were occasions when we did 
not see eye to eye as both of us were clearly 
right, it has been a privilege and a pleasure 
to have known and worked with him.”

Vanessa Sloane

Welcome to Vanessa Sloane who has 
joined the Trust as Directorate Nurse for 
Neonatal, Children’s and Young People’s 
Services.

Vanessa was previously a Matron working 
with children and young people at the John 
Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford and she has 
also worked in paediatric neurology at 
Guy’s Hospital.

Coming to Chelsea and Westminster is a 
return to her roots for Vanessa who did 
her general nursing training at the old 
Westminster Hospital.

She says: “I am delighted to join the 
Trust in such exciting times for children’s 
services with the development of the new 
Chelsea Children’s Hospital. In fact, the 
expanded Paediatric High Dependency Unit 
and the new Saturn Ward both opened in 
my first week here.

“Part of my role is to work with nursing staff 
and colleagues from other professions to 
introduce new ways of providing care as 
we develop an acute assessment unit for 
children, which should reduce the number 
of long-stay patients, and a dedicated 
paediatric burns area. I am looking forward 
to these opportunities to improve the 
quality of care that we are able to provide 
to children and their families.”

• Vanessa can be contacted on x56630 
and via Trust email.

Amanda Pritchard

Amanda Pritchard will sadly be leaving the 
Trust on 5 April after more than five years 
as Deputy Chief Executive. She is leaving 
Chelsea and Westminster to join Guy’s and 
St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust as Chief 
Operating Officer.

Amanda said: “It has been a pleasure and 
a privilege to have worked with so many 
talented people who are passionate about 
making Chelsea and Westminster Hospital 
the best it can be.

“As many people may know I first joined the 
Trust in 2001 and was heavily involved in 
our Foundation Trust application prior to 
joining the Prime Minister’s Delivery Unit. I 
returned in my current role on the day that 
we were authorised as a Foundation Trust.

“Since then I have enjoyed seeing the 
organisation grow and develop and have 
relished playing a part in delivering the 
vision we set out to achieve.

“I will find it very difficult to leave and have 
a deep affection for the hospital and the 
people I work with. It feels like everyone 
wants to work together do their bit to 
provide high quality patient care.

“The hospital also means a lot to me 
personally, having had both my children 
here, so I’ve experienced what it’s like 
to come to the hospital as a patient and 
a mum. I’ve worked with some brilliant 
Executive colleagues, as well as those in 
the wider team, but I would particularly like 
to thank Chief Executive Heather Lawrence 
for her support and inspiration.”
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Zoe Sheppard joined the Trust last 
August in the newly created role of 

Advanced Nurse Practitioner in HIV.

Her first experience working in HIV was 
at Chelsea and Westminster in 1995 

when she was a staff nurse on Thomas 
Macaulay Ward.

Zoe manages the care of patients living 
with HIV and also provides teaching 
both here at Chelsea and Westminster 
and nationally through the British 
HIV Association and the HIV Nursing 
Association.

She says: “Thanks to advances in 
treatment, HIV is now viewed as a 
long-term condition and increasingly 
nurses will manage patients’ care.”

Zoe can be contacted on x56509 and via 
Trust email.

Employee/Team of the Month
Sponsored and funded by Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity

January

Congratulations to Veena Richard (EPR 
Training Co-ordinator) who was the winner 
of January’s Employee of the Month.

She was nominated by her colleague 
Sue Stephens who said: “Veena is a little 
bundle of joy and happiness to have 
working in the department. 

“She is an extremely good member of the 
team who deserves recognition for her 
hard work and helpfulness.” 

Congratulations also to the Power Works 
Team who were the winners of January’s 
Team of the Month in recognition of the 
contribution of so many staff during the 
recent infrastructure works to make 
the Trust more energy efficient, often at 
weekends.

Catherine Sands (Acting Emergency 
Planning Officer) was singled out for 
particular praise.

Deputy Chief Executive, Amanda Pritchard 
said of Catherine’s contribution: “She 
has overseen the planning for all the 
infrastructure works with dedication, 
incredible attention to detail and good 
humour, all of which has proved extremely 
effective!”

Farewell

Amos Tehe Danh

Amos Tehe Danh, team leader in the 
Endoscope Decontamination Unit, left 
the Trust on 24 February after almost 11 
years of service.

Amos started as a technician in the Sterile 
Services Department in June 2001. He 
progressed to the position of team leader 
in the department and since 2008 he 
has managed the newly built Endoscope 
Decontamination Unit, one of the first 
centralised endoscope decontamination 
facilities in the country.

Dur ing his  t ime at  Chelsea and 
Westminster, Amos also completed his 
BSc in Clinical Sciences at King’s College 
London.

Olga Sleigh, Head of Decontamination 
Services, says: “We wish Amos the best 
success in the future. He will be missed 
by all staff and colleagues in the Trust.”

Zoe returns to Chelsea and Westminster

In Memoriam: Prof Chris Wastell

Some members of the Power Works Team 

with Katherine Mellor and Mike Anderson

Veena Richard with Katherine Mellor (Charity Arts Director) and Dr 
Mike Anderson (Medical Director)
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Jo-Jo’s Hair Salon
2nd Floor, Lift Bank D

Tue–Fri: 10:30am–4:30pm
Sat: 9:30am–1:30pm

Appointments outside these 
times by prior arrangement

10% staff discount

020 3315 8681
07565 108 045

Puzzle corner
Every month Trust News has a range of puzzles created by Clinical Site 
Manager Chris Morrow-Frost. 

Number Cruncher

Following these simple rules can you work out what the 9 digit number should be?

• The numbers 1–9 each appear once
• The number 9 is first and the last number is number 1
• 5 is between two larger numbers
• 7 is between two larger numbers
• 3 is between two smaller numbers

Froggy Encounter

A beautiful garden pond is exactly circular and has a 2m diameter. Sitting dead in the centre 
of the pond on a lily pad is Charlie the bullfrog. The lily pad is perfectly circular as well and 
has a 50cm diameter. The lily pad is anchored to the bottom of the pond and does not 
move. Under normal circumstances, any bullfrog is capable of jumping 1 metre from one 
point to another. 

Why is it impossible for Charlie to be able to jump from the lily pad to dry land?

Hint: There are no surprises or unknown information. All you need to work this problem 
out is in the question.

Look for this month’s solutions in the next issue of Trust News.

Patient Choice
Star Awards nomination form
Sponsored by Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity

I nominate (Name): _______________________________________________________

(Job title and department): _________________________________________________

because (50 words max): __________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

My name: _______________________________________________________________

My telephone n° or email address: __________________________________________

Please return this form to: Matt Akid, Communications Department, Chelsea and 
Westminster Hospital, 369 Fulham Road, SW10 9NH—alternatively you can hand deliver 
this form to the M-PALS Office on the Ground Floor of the hospital

Deadline for nominations: 3pm, Friday 23 March

Staff Choice
Star Awards nomination form
Sponsored by Chelsea and Westminster Health Charity

I nominate (Name): _______________________________________________________

(Job title): _______________________________________________________________

(Department): ____________________________________________________________

because (50 words max): __________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

My name and job title: _____________________________________________________

My department and extension n°: ___________________________________________

Award Categories
Important: Please choose only 1 category for your nomination.

 Healthcare Assistant of the Year
 Midwife of the Year
 Nurse of the Year
 Doctor of the Year
 Diagnostic and Allied Health Professional of the Year (eg therapists, dietitians, 

pharmacists, radiographers)
 Scientist of the Year (eg laboratory staff)
 Researcher of the Year
 ISS Mediclean Star of the Year
 Frontline Support Services Star of the Year (eg clinic clerks, receptionists)
 Behind the Scenes Support Services Star of the Year (eg HR staff, Finance staff)
 Manager of the Year
 Team of the Year
 Most Improved Department of the Year
 Volunteer of the Year
 Educator/Mentor of the Year
 Outstanding Leadership Award
 Improving the Patient Experience Award (teams/departments)

Please return this form to:
Wai-Yee Cheung (PA to the Director of HR), 6 Verney House by 3pm, Friday 23 March

The Trust will soon have a new way 
of measuring how it is performing 

against a set of key Equality and Diversity 
objectives.

The Equality Delivery System (EDS)—a 
framework tool that has been designed 
by the NHS—will be rolled out by 1 April.

Priti Bhatt (Equality and Diversity 
Manager) said: “The aim of the tool is to 
improve the equality performance of the 
Trust, making it part of everyday business 
at every level of the organisation and help 
improve the patient experience.”

The four overarching objectives of the 
Equality Delivery System are:

• Better health outcomes for all

• Improved pat ient  acce s s  and 
experience

• Empowered, engaged and well -
supported staff

• Inclusive leadership at all levels

The Trust will measure how well it is doing 
against each objective. We are expected to 
publish our equality objectives by April 2012 
along with the results of any engagement 
undertaken in developing them.

The EDS does not replace legislative 
requirements for equality—rather it is 
designed as performance and quality 
assurance mechanism for local NHS Boards.

Staff are being asked to give views on 
how you think the Trust can improve its 
services for patients or make positive 
changes for staff. If you would like to 
share your opinions please contact Priti 
on x58926.

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital 
is proud to be a part of the Stonewall 
Diver s i t y  Champion  p rog r amme 
demonstrating equality in the workplace.

Measuring equality 
and diversity


